
monday.com provides PMO leaders 
with a cross-level solution that make 
portfolio management at scale simple 
and structured— while maintaining 
flexibility for the unexpected.


Different teams use different 
methodologies; whether its Waterfall, 
Agile or Hybrid, monday.com supports 
your team in executing any project, your 
way. Decision makers stay involved with 
real-time data so teams can move 
faster, make data-driven decisions, and 
get work done autonomously. 



of monday.com
PMO through the lense 

Enterprise Portfolio Managment 
Your complete solution for 

Strategize, plan, and execute on one platform

 your needs.
An all-in-one PMO platform 
that answers

 are long gone
The days of chasing down teams 
for project updates . 

One platform that does it all: 


monday.com is a Work OS, designed for teams to plan, work, collaborate, track, 
communicate and report - in a single platform. Executives have full visibility to the 
data they need to make the best decisions for their business. It is easy to work, 
organize and share work and files, give feedback and assign next steps - across 
teams - over one shared Work OS.

Fully customizable for your business needs


monday.com can support any work methodology and any type of project.  
With our integral API and Apps Framework & Marketplace, you can easily build any 
solution for your specific business needs, on top of the platform. It allows you to 
support any methodologies or practices that your teams has already developed over 
time, and easily make it an integral part of your work processes within monday.com. 

Users first: A platform teams LOVE to use and best-in-class customer service


The teams that use monday.com for their daily work have called it addictive. Why? It's 
easy to use, has simple and intuitive interface, rewards completed work, and it helps 
build a culture of transparency, ownership and accountability - no matter where you 
are. - no matter where you are. Our Customer Support team is dedicated to speedy, 
tailored assistance in helping you build your dream workflow. We have PM-certified 
support to help with any technical or methodological need. An average of 10 minutes 
response time, 24/7 access to support, dedicated CSM, knowledge base 
documentation, and recorded webinars means you are never without answers. 

Click here

Want to know more about  
monday.com for PMO?

Give your team an easy-to-use platform where they can execute any project, 
while you get all the real-time data you need to make the best decisions for 
your business.

Land and expand faster:  
Any work process can be templated to save time 
and establish unified work processes.

Integrate with the tools you already 
use to get one source of truth for all 
your data.

Use Automations to speed up processes, drive 
efficiency, and save time.

Simplify decision making and risk 
managment with Dashboards,  
so you can see all the data you 
want at a glance.

 at all times
Teams and managers benefit from one source of truth 
through real-time data,

 once. Save time and 
double work by syncing on a shared platform
Share updates, files, and work

 when teams use a single 
PMO and communication tool 
Projects no longer live in silos

Monitor and control your work:  
Projects are always connected, across 
all levels. Team members have full 
visibility to statuses, tasks, ownership,  
files and more - all in one secure place.

Communicate with ease in the context 
of work. Lose the endless email chains 
and share feedback, comments, 
reporting and next-steps in one place. 

Dependency and 
milestone-based 
execution


Permissions and security 
at a workspace, user, 
and item level


Engagement insights


Turn any work process 
into a template


Quality assurance

Deployment 
and Delivery

Schedule management


Cost tracking


Risk management


Workload, capacity, and 
effort management


Demand management 
and prioritization 
capabilities


Change control 
management


Stakeholders 
engagement



Planning 
& Tracking

Developing 
Strategy

Strategic planning


Roadmap building


Portfolio funding


Security, visibilty, and 
governance 


Scenario planning


Advanced reporting and 
analytics


Capacity planning


Scope Development


Clear ownership


One plaftorm that does it all: An enterprise-wide 
Portfolio management, tracking and delivery 
solution for teams of all sizes. 


PMO’s proven best practices packaged in a single 
platform, connecting all the pieces of your Portfolio 
to help you drive strategic success.  

monday.com 
for Enterprise  
Portfolio 
Management

Automate work for efficiency and scalability:


monday.com allows you to focus on the work that matters and easily automate and 
template significant parts of your work processes so you can save time and drive 
efficiency. . Leave the rework and the repetitive, manual tasks behind and empower 
your team to spend more time on making real impact.

Research

Competitors overview

Define release

Confirm budget

Prepare to market

Press kit

Full release

Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

Test with users

Design solution

Running our sprints and tracking our development efforts 
in monday.com created the transparency we needed to 

maximize our IT projects. We use high-level Views to better 
understand what apps are being delivered to which NHL 

business unit so we can accurately report on how much effort 
we're dedicating to each one.”

Carol Dann, Senior Director, Project Management

When an update is posted in 
this item, send it to channel
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https://monday.com/project-management/?utm_source=Partner&utm_campaign=enable

